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Abstract

This paper presents a customizable architecture for software agents that capture and
access information in large, heterogeneous, distributed electronic repositories. The key
idea is to exploit underlying structure at various levels of granularity to build high-level
indices with task-speci c interpretations. Information agents construct such indices and are
con gured as a network of reusable modules called structure detectors and segmenters. We
illustrate our architecture with the design and implementation of smart information lters
in two contexts: retrieving stock market data from Internet newsgroups, and retrieving
technical reports from Internet ftp sites.

1 Introduction
The proliferation of information in electronic form and the development of high-speed networking make the problem of locating and retrieving information in vast electronic environments
one of the grand challenges of computer science. Examples of electronic corpora include repositories of newspapers and technical reports, data from high-energy physics experiments, weather
satellite data, and audio and video recordings. Examples of tasks that query and manipulate these electronic collections include content-based retrieval of technical reports, access of
documents via citations, summaries of stock prices from archives, and retrieval of temporal
weather patterns from a weather database. The goal of information capture and access (ICA)
is to organize and lter electronic corpora guided by user-speci ed tasks. We organize data
by acquiring partial models that associate task-level content with information, which in turn
facilitates location and retrieval. Our research goal in this paper is to develop methods for
solving the ICA problem and to provide a computational paradigm for customizing this process
in heterogeneous, distributed repositories.
A diverse collection of tools like Wais, Smart, Gopher, Archie and Mosaic [Kah, SM, SEKN]
have been developed for information capture and access. Information capture tools like Gopher and World Wide Web (WWW) provide hierarchical and networked organization of data,
but they require substantial manual e ort to build and maintain. Information access over
Gopher and WWW is via manually hard-wired hyperlinks and keyword search. In addition,
existing automated search engines take little advantage either of non-textual cues in electronic
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data or of other underlying structures. Consider the task of nding papers on cognitive theories of practice substantiated by human data. A word-based query involving the keywords
cognitive, theory, practice, and data produces hundreds of papers, only a small fraction
of which are actually relevant. The problem is that in a database of psychology papers these
keywords occur frequently in varying contexts. Thus, the precision value for the search is low.
A better automatic lter can be constructed by exploiting knowledge about conventions of data
representation. For example, the fact that experimental data is generally presented in tables
and graphs in technical papers can be used to substantially reduce the number of potentially
relevant matches to the query. Cues like tables and graphs complement the textual content
of documents. In addition, they generalize to other types of media (like video). Information
retrieval tools need both textual and \structural" cues for query formulation, as well as for
information capture and access.
We propose an approach to ICA that relies on structural cues to construct data indices at the
appropriate level of granularity. We call this approach structure-based information capture and
access.1 The term structure refers to any pattern that is at a level of abstraction higher than the
basic unit of data representation (e.g., characters and pixels). Tables, gures, lists, paragraphs
and sections are standardized layout-based abstractions for documents. Theorems, lemmas,
examples and counterexamples are content-based abstractions. These structures have evolved
as conventions for organizing documents and can be naturally exploited as lters to select
relevant data. In general, high-level structures are not immediately available, and computation
is needed to reveal them.
We advance the theory that such structure is a natural basis for modularizing information search computations. In this paper, we provide a framework for synthesizing customized
information processing engines by assembling pre-fabricated modules that reveal and detect
structure in data.
These pre-fabricated structure-detecting and revealing modules can be implemented as static
programs. For distributed corpora, we claim that it is more advantageous to organize them
as transportable software agents. Transportable agents can travel from machine to machine
processing information locally, thus avoiding costly data transfers over congested networks.
Agents, in addition to being transportable, can learn and can operate autonomously.
We draw inspiration from robotics [Bro1, Bro2, Don, JR] to design information agents. The
basic modules for physical robots are sensors and e ectors. Our information agents are autonomous sensori-computational \circuits" comprised of a network of virtual sensors to detect,
extract, and interpret structure in data and virtual e ectors for transportation. This paper
describes our agent architecture and the sensory modules required for processing information.
These modules t on a transportable platform called Agent-Tcl2 developed by our student Bob
Gray. A preliminary report of this work is in his PhD thesis proposal [Gra].
Two types of sensori-computational modules are necessary for ICA: (1) structure detectors,
which eciently decide whether a block of data has a speci ed property (for example, \is
this block of text a table?"); and (2) segmenters, which partition the data into blocks that are
Conventional word-based systems are also structure-based ICA systems. However, they exploit only one type
of structure in the data.
2
This is a transportable version of Tcl/Tk [Gra] that allows programs to suspend execution and move to
a di erent machine running an Agent-Tcl server. The current capabilities include process migration, message
passing, and communication.
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appropriate for the detectors. The modules are ecient, reliable in the presence of uncertainties
in data interpretation and extraction, and fault tolerant. The modules are capable of tuning
their performance parameters to the environment and task at hand.

Approaches to Passage Retrieval
in Full Text Information Systems
Gerard Salton, J. Allan, and C. Buckley
Abstract

Large collections of full-text documents are now commonly used in automated information retrieval.
When the stored document texts are long, the retrieval of complete documents may not be in the users'
best interest. In such circumstances, ecient and e ective retrieval results may be obtained by using
passage retrieval strategies designed to retrieve text excerpts of varying size in response to statements of
user interest.
New approaches are described in this study for implementing selective passage retrieval systems, and
identifying text passages responsive to particular user needs. An automated encyclopedia search system
is used to evaluate the usefulness of the proposed methods.

Introduction

In operational retrieval environments, it is now possible to process the full text of all stored documents.
Many long, book-sized documents are stored, often containing a mix of di erent topics covered in more or
less detail. In these circumstances, it is not useful to maintain the integrity of complete undivided documents.
Instead individual text passages should be identi ed that are more responsive to particular user needs than
the full document texts.
Several advantages are apparent when individual text passages are independently accessible. First, the
eciency of text utilization may be improved because the users are no longer faced with large masses of
retrieved materials, but can instead concentrate on the most immediately relevant text passages. Second,
the e ectiveness of the retrieval activities may also be enhanced because relevant short texts are generally
more easily retrievable than longer ones. The longer items covering a wide diversity of di erent subjects
may not closely resemble narrowly-formulated, speci c user queries. As a result, many potentially relevant
items may be rejected. When text excerpts are accessible, the query similarity is often higher for the text
excerpts than for the corresponding full texts, leading to the retrieval of additional relevant material with
corresponding improvements in recall and precision.
Most text items are naturally subdividable into recognizable units, such as text sections, paragraphs,
and sentences. This leads to the notion of assembling text excerpts of varying size covering just the right
amount of information to satisfy the user population. In the remainder of this study, e ective methods are
introduced for identifying relevant text excerpts in response to user interest statements, and assembling these
excerpts into retrievable text passages responsive to individual user needs.

Classical Text Excerpting

Methods have been introduced in the past for the use of text passages in information retrieval and automatic
abstracting. The standard approaches utilize bottom-up procedures based on the identi cation of important
text sentences that are later assembled into retrievable text units. Typically, each text sentence is assigned
a score, or weight, depending on its perceived importance in the texts under consideration. Retrievable text
passages, or text abstracts, are then formed by grouping a number of important highly-weighted sentences
into units that are then independently processed for particular purposes.
 Department of
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Di erent methods have been used for the sentence scoring process. Typically, weights are assigned to the
individual text words, and the complete sentence scores are then based on the occurrence characteristics of
highly-weighted terms in the respective sentences. In passage retrieval applications where the task consists
in retrieving text excerpts that are similar to available user queries, the number and concentration of query
words included in the individual sentences is used to generate the sentence score. Increasing concentration of
query terms, measured by the closeness of these terms in the text sentences, leads to higher assigned sentence
weights. In text abstracting, or text summarization applications where user queries are not necessarily
available, the sentence score is similarly based on the number and concentration of text words thought to be
important in representing text content.
In addition to using the occurrence characteristics of highly-weighted terms, the sentence scoring system
may be in uenced by a number of additional factors such as:
1. The location of the sentences in the texts under consideration, special importance being given to texts
representing gure captions, titles, and section headings.
2. The inclusion in the sentences of special clue words and clue phrases that are thought to be important
in the determination of topicality and sentence value.
3. The use of syntactic relationships detected between particular words and sentences in the text, indicating that the corresponding text units are related and ought to be jointly retrieved. [1-8]
Various procedures have also been suggested for assembling individual text sentences into meaningful larger
units. For example, speci c rules have been proposed for generating so-called connected, concentrated, and
compound text passages. [9-11]
Unfortunately, it is dicult to produce readable text passages by using the low-level term-weighting
approaches normally available for this purpose. Alternative strategies have therefore been advocated for
use in text abstracting and summarization based on deep semantic analysis techniques, and the use of preconstructed frames, or templates, that are appropriately lled by information extracted from the document
texts. [12-13] It is possible that approaches based on deep knowledge of particular subject elds will be
useful for restricted tasks, such as, for example, the construction of medical summaries of certain types.
When unrestricted subject matter must be treated, as is often the case in practice, the passage retrieval and
text summarization methods proposed heretofore have not proven equal to the need.
One suggestion that may represent a step in the right direction is based on the use of text paragraphs,
rather than sentences for the construction of text passages. In that case, relationships are computed between
individual text paragraphs, based on the number of common text components in the respective paragraphs.
Certain paragraphs are then chosen for abstracting purposes, replacing the originally available texts. [14] In
the present study, the use of complete paragraphs is generalized to include text passages of varying length,
covering the subject at varying levels of detail, and responding to varying kinds of user needs. A top-down
approach is used whereby large text excerpts are chosen rst, that are successively broken down into smaller
pieces covering increasingly speci c user needs. This makes it possible to retrieve full texts, text sections,
text paragraphs, or sets of adjacent sentences depending on particular user requirements.

Query: [9562] Gall (Parasitic growth in plants)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Retrieved
Simple Restricted
Document Query
Unrestricted Sentence Sentence
Number Similarity Title
Output
Match
Match
9567
0.30
Galle (city in Sri Lanka)

N
1494
0.28
Art Gallery

N
9563
0.27
Galla (African people)

N
12134
0.27
Insect



17675
0.24
Parasite



23008
0.24
Turner, J.M.W. (painter)


N
20402
0.24
St. Gallen (city)


N
11847
0.24
Hymenoptera (insects)



17061
0.23
Oak



22077
0.23
Tannins



18414
0.23
Plant



22034
0.23
Tamarisk



170
0.22
Acorn (cross-reference)

N
9578
0.21
Gallium (metal)

N
22075
0.21
Tannic Acid



11913
0.20
Ichneumon Fly



4953
0.20
Chalcid (parasite)



18228
0.20
Phylloxera (insect)

R

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

19.
20.

7304
23827

0.19
0.19

Diseases of Plants
Wasp

Table 1: E ect of Local Sentence Match Restrictions for Query [9562] Gall
(removal of 7 nonrelevant (N) items and 1 relevant (R) item)

The Smart retrieval strategies are based on the vector processing model, where document and query texts
are represented by sets, or vectors, of weighted terms. A term may be a word stem, or phrase, included
in a particular text, and the term weights are chosen so as to favor terms that occur with high frequency
inside particular documents, while being relatively rare in the collection as a whole. [15] To determine the
similarity between a query and a stored document, or between two stored documents, the corresponding
term vectors are compared, and coecients of similarity are computed based on the number and the weight
of common terms included in a vector pair. This makes it possible to rank the documents at the output in
decreasing order of the computed query similarity.
The global vector similarity re ects global coincidence between query and document texts. The assumption is that when two vectors do not exhibit a given minimal global similarity, the corresponding texts are not
related. Documents whose query similarity falls below a stated threshold are therefore rejected. The reverse

assumption may or may not hold, that is, when the global similarity between two vectors is suciently large,
the texts may nevertheless be unrelated because the common vocabulary may be used in di erent senses
in the respective texts. Thus, based on a global vector similarity computation, documents about table salt
might be retrieved in answer to queries about the SALT treaties.
Problems caused by language ambiguity can be largely solved by making appeal to the \use theory"
of meaning proposed by Wittgenstein and others, which states that the meaning of` words and expressions
depends on the use of these words in the language. [16] This suggests that linguistic ambiguities and multiple
meanings can be eliminated by checking the local context in which text words and expressions occur. The
linguistic context of a term such as \salt" is likely to be the same for many di erent texts dealing with the
SALT treaties. The same is true for texts discussing table salt. On the other hand, the contexts di er when
the query texts are related to arms control but the documents deal with food consumption.
In practice, a dual text comparison system can be used, designed to verify both the global similarity
between query and document texts, as well as the coincidence in the respective local contexts: [17,18]
1. The global text similarity is computed rst by comparing the respective term vectors as previously
explained. Text pairs without sucient global similarity are not further considered.
2. The local text environments are considered next for texts with sucient global similarity, and local
structures included in the texts such as sections, paragraphs and sentences are compared. When
globally similar text pairs also contain a sucient number of locally similar substructures, the texts
are assumed to be related.
The e ect of the global/local text comparison system is illustrated in the example of Table 1. Here
an article included in the Funk and Wagnalls encyclopedia is used as a search request, and other related
encyclopedia articles are retrieved in response to the query articles. [19] Table 1 shows the 20 items exhibiting
the highest similarity with the query article \Gall" (article number [9562]) based on the global vector
similarity between query and retrieved article texts. Normally a minimum threshold of 0.20 applies for
retrieval purposes, and documents with smaller global similarities are rejected.
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Global-Local Processing in Text Analysis and Retrieval
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The list of retrieved articles shown in Table 1 includes for the most part relevant items dealing with
parasitic insects that cause the formation of galls in plants. Unfortunately, a number of extraneous documents
are included on the list of items in Table 1, such as \Galle", a city in Sri Lanka, and \J.M.W. Turner",
a British painter. The retrieval errors are produced by the term truncation used in constructing the term
vectors: normally word stems, rather than complete words, are used in the query and document vectors, so
that terms such as \gallery", \Galla", \gallium", and so on, are all reduced to gall, matching the term \gall"
in the query.
The left-most column of bullets in Table 1, entitled \unrestricted output", identi es the top 18 items
that are retrieved in answer to [9562] Gall by the simple global vector similarity computation. The next
column to the right entitled \simple sentence match" represents a local retrieval strategy where at least one
matching pair of sentences must be found in query and retrieved document texts above a sentence matching
threshold of 75.0 in addition to a suciently large global similarity. [17,18] As the middle column of bullets
shows, six of the originally retrieved items do not ful ll the simple local sentence matching requirement.
This includes ve obviously nonrelevant items (article [170] Acorn is not relevant because the whole article
consists of only a cross-reference to another article), plus a possibly relevant item, [18228] Phylloxera, that
appears at the bottom of the list.
The sentence matching strategy used to carry out the simple sentence match is based on a straightforward
computation of pair-wise sentence similarity between all sentence pairs in the respective query and document
texts. When a term is highly weighted, as is the case for \gall" in most of the retrieved articles, the required
sentence similarity threshold of 75.0 may be reached even though a sentence pair has only that single term
in common without additional matching context. To avoid that possibility, a restricted sentence match
requirement can be used specifying that at least two matching terms must be present in a matching sentence
pair, with no single term contributing more than 90 percent of the total sentence similarity. The right-most
column of Table 1 shows that the two remaining nonrelevant items ([23008] J.M.W. Turner and [20402] St.
Gallen) are now rejected because of the restricted local sentence match requirement.
An evaluation of the global/local text matching system is presented in the rst 3 columns of gures of
Table 2(a). The results of Table 2(a) are average recall and precision gures obtained by using as queries
all encyclopedia articles starting with the letter G, and comparing them with all other encyclopedia articles.
A global similarity threshold of 0.20 is used, and all query articles are included in the evaluation for which
the relevance assessors found at least one relevant document. This represents a total of 982 \G" queries.
Full relevance data were obtained from the owners of the encyclopedia for all articles retrieved by the simple
sentence match (run 2 of Table 2(a), but not for the extra 5,000 documents retrieved by the unrestricted
run 1 that were rejected by the local sentence-matching process of run 2. All these items are treated as
nonrelevant in the evaluation of Table 2(a). The detailed example of Table 1 shows that items rejected by
the local matching process are indeed generally nonrelevant. This is also con rmed by the detailed recall
and precision gures included in Table 2(a) which both increase sharply between runs 1 and 2.
The precision gures included in Table 2 are exact; the recall gures must be interpreted as relative recall
representing the total number of retrieved relevant items divided by the total number of known relevant for
each query. Overall, the average precision improves by 9 percent over the unrestricted global text match
of run 1 when the simple local sentence match is used, and by an additional 2 percent for the restricted
sentence matching system.

1. Global Text 2. Simple
3. Restricted 4. Output
5. Full Text
Evaluation Parameters Match (unSentence
Sentence
With Text
Sections or
restricted)
Match
Match
Sections
Paragraphs
Retrieved Documents
all queries
17,328
12,491
11,296
12,285
13,669
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Recall after 5 docs
0.5366
0.5820
0.5915
0.6316
0.6164
Recall after 15 docs
0.7705
0.8027
0.7978
0.8702
0.8631
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Precision after 5 docs 0.6051
0.6629
0.6887
0.7097
0.6938
Precision after 15 docs 0.3862
0.4167
0.4214
0.4466
0.4391
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
11-point Average
0.6988
0.7623
0.7779
0.8569
0.8340 (0.9280)
Precision
+9.1%
+11.3%
+22.5%
+19.3% (+24.7%)
a) Retrieval Evaluation for 982 Query Articles (letter \G")
(partial relevance assessments based on run 4)
3. Restricted 4. Output
5. Full Text
Sentence
With Text
Sections or
Match
Sections
Paragraphs
Retrieved Documents
all queries
1106
1204
1345
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Recall after 5 docs
0.4583
0.4834
0.5043
Recall after 15 docs
0.6667
0.7141
0.7631
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Precision after 5 docs
0.7689
0.7867
0.8067
Precision after 15 docs
0.5022
0.5274
0.5519
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
11-point Average
0.6920
0.7520
0.8198
Precision
+9.7%
+18.5%
b) Retrieval Evaluation for 90 \G" Query
(full relevance assessments for all retrieved items)

Evaluation Parameters

Table 2: Evaluation of Global/Local Text Comparison and Passage Retrieval

The global/local text matching strategy described in the previous section is capable of retrieving relevant
documents with a high degree of accuracy. However, restricting the retrieval to full document texts presents
two main problems. Most obviously, the users will be overloaded rapidly when large document texts are
involved. Second, a potential loss in retrieval e ectiveness (recall) occurs because the global query similarity
of the long, discursive documents that cover a number of di erent topics will be low, implying that many
long documents will be rejected, even when they contain relevant passages.
The user overload can be reduced and the retrieval e ectiveness enhanced by making it possible to
retrieve text passages instead of full documents only, whenever the query similarity of a text excerpt is
larger than the similarity of the complete document. This suggests that a hierarchical text decomposition

system be used which successively considers for retrieval text sections, text paragraphs, and sets of adjacent
text sentences. In each case, the text excerpt with the highest query similarity may be presented to the
user rst, while providing options for obtaining larger or smaller text pieces. Because of the local context
checking requirement used for retrieval purposes, text excerpts such as paragraphs and sentences are already
individually accessible, and the additional resources needed for passage retrieval purposes are relatively
modest.
The basic operations of a section and paragraph retrieval capability are illustrated in Table 3 for the
query [9562] Gall, previously used in the illustration of Table 1. The left-most column of bullets in Table
3 corresponds to the restricted sentence match retrieving full documents only (equivalent to the right-most
column of bullets in Table 1). In the middle column of Table 3, text sections are retrievable in addition
to full documents, with the right-most column covering paragraph retrieval as well as sections and full text
items.
The move to section retrieval promotes a number of retrieved items. Thus, the full article on Insects
[12134] which contains 43 text paragraphs is replaced by section 10 of that article describing insect reproduction, and particularly the reproduction of gall wasps. Furthermore, the query similarity for vector [12134.c10]
is 0.32, instead of 0.27 for the full document. This lifts the material on insects from retrieval rank 4 to rank 1.
The section retrieval system also raises a previously unretrieved relevant item above the retrieval threshold
of 0.20. Table 3 shows that the article on Wasps [23827] was originally rejected because of the low query
similarity of 0.19. The query similarity for Section 4 of that article ([23827.c4]) reaches 0.20, leading to the
retrieval of that relevant item.
Additional relevant items are promoted when paragraphs are added to the retrieval process as shown in
the right-most column of Table 3. Thus, [11913] Ichneumon Fly is lifted from rank 14 to rank 12, [11847]
Hymenoptera is raised from rank 7 to rank 2, and section 5 on Parasitic Plants ([17675.c5]) is replaced by
paragraph 6 of that document ([17675.p6]) and raised from rank 5 to rank 3.
The e ects of the passage retrieval capability are further detailed in the example of Table 4,
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Retrieval of Text Excerpts

Figure 1: A zoomed-out view of an article on Information Retrieval
We illustrate our approach to ICA with an example developed in full detail in the rest of
the paper. Consider the task of nding precision recall measures for a speci c collection (such
as the CACM) from a scanned archive of technical reports. Using knowledge that precisionrecall numbers are contained in articles on information retrieval and are frequently displayed
in tables, we rst lter the information retrieval papers from the electronic archive.3 We then
extract tables from these papers with an ecient table detector, and then interpret the extracted
tables to nd the precision recall measures. Figure 1 shows a zoomed-out view of a paper on
information retrieval that highlights the presence of tables. The requested measure is then
obtained by zooming-in the tables, to examine their contents. In our approach, we select tables
from the pages of the article using simple geometric computations. We then analyze the tables
at the level of words to obtain the desired information.
We will refer to sensori-computational modules such as the table detector above, as smart
lters. We will show how smart lters can be composed to form customizable search engines.
Throughout this paper, we will refer to the result of the composition interchangeably as information agents and as search engines.

1.1 Related work

The proposal by Kahn [KC] for organizing architectures for retrieving information from electronic repositories provides the context for the problem addressed in this paper. We are inspired
by research in several distinct areas: information retrieval and ltering, automated document
structuring, agents, information visualization, and mobile robotics.

 Information Retrieval and Filtering. We can interpret the classical work [SM, SB] in

information retrieval (IR) as follows: the data environment is text, the unit of structure
is typically a word, the detectors constructed in the IR literature are pattern-matchers
over words, the segmenters are word indexes over documents. We propose augmenting the
set of recognizable structures to include higher level entities: tables, graphs, pictures, time
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We use the information retrieval system SMART [AS] to cluster on this topic.
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histories of patterns, etc. This permits us to handle heterogeneous forms of information
(numbers, weather maps, simulation data).
Work in information ltering (IF) can be viewed as a complement to the work on information retrieval, where the focus of research is in characterizing the information in an
environment that is relevant to a user. Techniques developed in the IF community for
unobtrusive user modeling in multi media environments, and calculation of the information that can be ignored based on query speci cations, are important in the design of
information agents.
 Automated Document Structuring. The goals of the document structuring community
are to identify the key constituents of a document image (sections, paragraphs, pictures,
etc.) from its layout and to represent the logical relationship between these constituents.
This is a rst step toward analyzing the content of documents.
Document structuring is usually done in two phases. In the rst phase, the location of
the blocks on the page is determined. In the second phase, the blocks are classi ed and
the logical layout of the document is calculated. Previous work on block segmentation
of documents include [JB, NSV, WS]. The methods are developed in the context of
very speci c applications; segmenting pages of technical journals [NSV, WS]and locating
address blocks in letters [JB]. The methods (the run-length smoothing algorithm [WCW]
and the recursive XY cuts algorithm [NSV]) use area-based techniques; that is, every pixel
in the document is examined at least once in the process of generating the segmentation.
We draw on this work to de ne parametric segmenters for electronic document retrieval.
Previous work on classifying and logically relating blocks includes [TA, TSKK, FNK,
NSV, WCW, MT*, WS]. Methods for discriminating between text blocks and pictures in
bitmapped images are presented in [WS, FNK, TA, NSV]. A language for representing
the hierarchical structure of documents is given in [FNK]. [TA] and [MT*] extract the
logical structure by a bottom-up approach that starts with the nest units of structure
and then computes aggregates.
 Agents. There has been a recent urry of activity in the area of designing intelligent
task-directed agents that live and act within realistic software environments. These are
called knowbots by [KC], softbots by [EW], sodabots by [KSC], software agents by [GK],
and personal assistants by [Mae, MCFMZ]. A knowledge-level speci cation of knowbots is provided in Chapter 4 of [KC], which outlines the required capabilities without
committing to a speci c implementation. The modular information agent architecture,
organized around the idea of structure that is presented here, can be treated as a speci c implementation proposal for this speci cation. In common with Kahn and Cerf, our
initial applications are \in the retrieval of documents for which a user may only be able
to specify an imprecise description". Our agent architecture can also be used to set up
Personal Library Systems [KC] \that selectively view, organize, and update contents" of
an electronic library for individual use.
We are interested in the same class of tasks as [EW, Mae, MCFMZ, KSC]. Etzioni and
Weld [EW] synthesize agents that are Unix shell scripts by using classical AI planning
techniques. The focus of Mitchell and Maes's work is in the interaction between users
and agents. They propose statistical and machine learning methods for building user
4

models to control the agent actions [Mae, MCFMZ]. Genesereth and Ketchpel propose a
declarative agent communication language.
 Information Visualization. The graphical-user-interface community has developed a range
of visual methods for interacting with large information sets [CACM93]. The work most
relevant to our project is that of the information visualization group at Xerox Parc [RCM].
They have developed an integrated architecture that allows a user to browse through a rich
information space and visualize the results of retrievals in interesting three-dimensional
views (e.g., walk-throughs in 3D rooms). The major use of structure in their work is to
summarize and present information to a user.
 Mobile Robotics. The analogy between mobile robots in unstructured physical environments and information agents in a rich multi media data environments is not just
metaphorical. We have observed [Bro1, Bro2] that the lessons learned in designing taskdirected mobile robots can be imported to the problem of information capture and access.
We were in uenced in de ning topology-based segmenters and structure detectors by the
work of [Don, JR], who consider the problem of determining the information requirements to perform robot tasks using the concept of information invariants and perceptual
equivalence classes.

2 Organizing Principles for Information Gathering Search Engines
For any speci c information access query, no matter how complicated, we can write a special
purpose program on top of existing tools to search for the answer. However, there is such great
variety in the information landscape that it is impractical to provide a special search program
for each possible query. This is because building each one from scratch takes a considerable
amount of time and expertise. We are not arguing against the use of search engines specialized
for speci c query classes. We propose speeding up the process of building specialized search
engines for classes of queries by recycling the computations they perform. This requires the
recognition and reuse of signi cant computational modules; in particular, we need (1) a basis
for the modularization and (2) schemes for combining the modules into complete search engines.
The basis for the modularization is structure at multiple levels of granularity in the electronic
repository. By structure we mean any regularity or pattern present in the data. Word counts
as used in traditional information retrieval are examples of statistical structure, and tables or
graphs are examples of geometric structures. Sometimes structure is not apparent in raw data.
In such cases, modules that segment and transform data to reveal underlying structure can lead
to e ective search algorithms.
We show that it is possible to synthesize special-purpose search algorithms by combining
simple modules for detecting and ltering structure. Each module can be viewed as an operation
in a calculus of search. The set of all modules together with the combination operators de nes
a high-level language for specifying search engines.
The desirable properties of segmenting and structure-detecting modules are:

 Reliability. Detectors and segmenters that rely on perfect data interpretation perform
poorly. Consider for instance the design of a structure detector for tables. The general
5

organization of a table is in rows and columns, but the actual table content and layout
di er with each example. Tables with partially misaligned or missing records should be
detected with a speci ed degree of accuracy and con dence. In this paper, we design
structure detectors and segmenters to be robust in the presence of uncertainty in data
representation and to have bounds of accuracy for data interpretation.
 Eciency. The objective of information gathering is to nd good answers in response to
a user's query, as fast as possible. The data environment is so large that neither structure
detectors nor segmenters can a ord to look at every data item, so it is important to design
these units eciently. Our measures of eciency are tuned to speci c applications. We
prove bounds on eciency (typically time and space bounds) as a function of performance
accuracy. For instance, we prove that our segmenter has complexity linear in the perimeter
of the regions de ned by a white space border of width d in a document (rather than in
the area of these regions).
 Error detection and recovery. Modules should be designed to recover from errors
in the segmentation and interpretation of data. Additionally, since our data is in a
distributed, wide-area network, it is important that they detect and recover from network
failures. This is typically accomplished by having each module be self-correcting|a lesson
about organization of complex systems that was [Bro1, Bro2] discovered in the context
of mobile robotics and insect intelligences. Our designs incorporate task-speci c error
detection and recovery schemes.
A complex search is organized as a network of on-line computations. Each node in the
network corresponds to a module; modules interact by sharing data. Our information agents
(1) are transportable across machines, (2) are customizable to a user-speci cation, and (3) have
autonomy in decision-making.
In the remainder of this section we discuss details of designing modules (segmenters and
detectors) and organizing them as information search engines.

2.1 Segmenters

Segmenters partition data at the appropriate grain size for structure detectors. The table
detector expects information to be broken up into pieces at the paragraph level; this is generated
by a paragraph segmenter described later in this section.
We model granularity shifts in the descriptions of the data using concepts from topology
[Mun]. A topology over a set S is a set of subsets of S that are collectively exhaustive | the
union of the subsets yields S . A topology is closed under the operations of union and nite
intersection. The coarsest description of a data collection W , where the only distinction made
is between W and the rest of the world, is called a trivial topology and consists of two subsets
of W | W itself, and the null set ;.

De nition 2.1 A segmenter n is a function that takes a topology of the world W and produces
another topology of W . n : 1(W ) ! 2(W )
Each segmenter generates a view of the document (see Figure 2). A special class of segmenters produce ner partitions of a given view of a document. Let 1 be a partition of the
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date
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page4
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Figure 2: The lattice of syntactic topologies of an electronic document. The bibliographic view
contains the information in a bibliographic record. The physical view captures the page layout
of the document. The logical view captures the relation between the pieces of the document.
There are also semantic topologies, with various conceptual views.
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document in Figure 1 into a title, abstract, sections, and a bibliography. Let 2 partition the
same article into a title, abstract, section 1, : : : , section n, and a bibliography as shown in
Figure 2(c). Since 2 distinguishes sections unlike 1 , 2 is a re nement of 1 .
De nition 2.2 Re nement: Let 1 and 2 be two topologies over a set S . If 8t1 2 1 9t2 2
2 t1  t2 then 2 is re nement of 1.
A topology 2 that satis es De nition 2.2 makes ner distinctions in the data than the topology
1 . There can be many distinct re nements of a topology.
A re nement segmenter computes a speci c topological re nement of the data to aid the
detection of structure at a certain grain size. A segmenter that extracts individual sections in
an article can provide them to a structure detector that lters sections with certain properties
(e.g., sections containing de nitions). The set T of all topologies of a data collection W is
computed from a set N of segmenters as a nite (functional) composition of elements of N .
Since the re nement relation between topologies is a partial order, T is a lattice. The top
element of the lattice T is the trivial topology of W . The bottom element ? is a topology
consisting of singleton subsets containing the elements of W . This topology cannot be re ned
any further. The join operation _ on the lattice takes topologies 1 2 T and 2 2 T and
produces a topology  2 T such that 1 and 2 are re nements of  . The meet operation ^
takes topologies 1 2 T and 2 2 T and generates  2 T such that  is a re nement of both
1 and 2 . The lattice T of topologies of the data environment reveals structures at di erent
levels of detail.
The abstract speci cation of a segmenter allows us to characterize its behavior independent
of its implementation. Modeling the world as a lattice of topologies generated by segmenters
provides computational support for the idea of generating successive re nements that zoom-in
to the required information.
We distinguish between logical and physical segmenters. A segmenter that extracts sections
of an article for table detection generates a logical segmentation of the data environment. In
contrast, agents like Net nd [ST] employ segmenters that partition the nodes in the Internet
into relevant and irrelevant sets.
We illustrate the idea of segmenters with a general algorithm that can partition two dimensional documents with arbitrary layout. A special case of the algorithm presented here has
been implemented and tested in the context of the Cornell technical report collection [RSb].
The segmenter in [RSb] automatically synthesizes a logical view of a document by analyzing
the geometry of the white spaces in the left and right margins.

2.1.1 An Example: Segmenting Documents
Given a pixel array of a document, the segmenter's goal is to partition the document into
regions that capture its layout. This problem has two parts: determining where the regions
are, and classifying them according to their layout structure. Examples of regions are titles,
text blocks, pictures, tables, captions, etc. In what follows, we present an algorithm for nding
speci c regions of layout structure.
De nition 2.3 Let B be a polygonal partition of the document. A border of width d is the set
Border(B; d) = B  Sd1 ? B. Every element of Border(B; d) is a white space.4
4

A  B = fa + b j a 2 A; b 2 B g is the Minkowski sum of sets A and B . Sd1 is a circle of diameter d.
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A document is treated as a pixel array. Intuitively, a border of white space of width d exists
around a polygonal region B in the document if we can roll a coin of diameter d around the
region. We de ne an inclusion relation between polygonal partitions S1; S2 in a document, in
particular we say that S1 is included in S2 , denoted S1  S2 , if every pixel in S1 is also a pixel
of S2.

De nition 2.4 A layout region B relative to a border of width d in a 0document D is a document
partition for which B [ Border(B; d)  D, and there is no region B  B with this property.
This de nition identi es borders around both convex and non-convex document partitions.
It cannot, however, identify rings of white space contained entirely within a region. Note that
the geometric de nition of a border is parameterized on d, the width of the border. It allows
us to construct a hierarchical model of the document layout without relying on a prede ned
set of document features like sections, captions, etc. The levels of the hierarchy are de ned by
di erent values of d. That is, we can partition document into regions at di erent grain sizes
according to the border of white space that can be drawn around them. For example, if the
task is to partition the front page of The New York Times into blocks, values of d > 0:2 inches
extract the entire title, while values of d < 0:1 inch separate each character of the title into its
own block. If we are given a set of characteristic d values for a document, we can segment that
document into regions for each d value. The region topology generated with d1 is a re nement
of the region topology generated with d2 if d1 < d2. Thus a collection of d values de nes a
totally ordered set of region topologies for a document. The coarsest element in the set consists
of one region: the entire document. The ith element of the set contains regions relative to a
border width of di . The i + 1th element is constructed recursively by re ning the regions found
in the ith partition with a (smaller) d value of di+1. Each topology is computed by rolling coins
of successively smaller sizes through the maze of white spaces in a document.
The block segmentation algorithm in Figure 3 nds regions by detecting borders of width
d. It traces the perimeters of identi ed regions. Its computational complexity is O(p), where
p is the number of pixels that do not occur in any of the identi ed regions. For each region,
the algorithm examines a number of pixels linear in the perimeter of the region, rather than
its area. For dense documents, like lead pages of a newspaper, this is a signi cant reduction in
complexity.

Proposition 2.1 The perimeter tracing algorithm identi es polygonal partitions that are

unions of axis-parallel rectangular regions with borders of width d as speci ed in De nition 2.4.
For a pixel array of size m  n, it identi es regions by examining no more than O(p) pixels,
where p is the number of pixels that occur outside identi ed regions.
The restriction to unions of axis parallel rectangles is due to the sweeping strategy employed
by the algorithm. The size d of the border width has to be chosen carefully for the algorithm to
perform well, i.e., for the number p of pixels examined to be signi cantly smaller than mn. With
a border width equal to the intercharacter spacing, the algorithm examines every pixel, similar
to existing area-based methods, and generates the nest region topology of the document.
How reliably does the algorithm identify meaningful blocks in a scanned document? The
accuracy of the block partitions is a function of the d values made available to the block
segmenter. Signi cant d values, denoting the width of white spaces between logical units like
9
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Figure 3: The Perimeter Tracer for the Block Segmentation Algorithm for a given border width
d. The regions are determined by connecting vertices found by the algorithm.
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paragraphs and sections, extract partitions of the document at the paragraph and section level
respectively. These spacings can be provided by a user or estimated by the system using random
sampling of regions of the document. The correctness of our block segmentation scheme relies
on regularities in the environment of documents { in particular, the fact that documents are
typeset with some standard conventions. Most documents have a rectangular layout produced
with a nite set of fonts. Each font size has a characteristic spacing between lines and characters.
Our algorithm relies on the following generic typesetting rules. A superset of these conventions
are in [NSV].
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Printed lines are roughly horizontal.
The base lines of characters are aligned.
Word spaces are larger than character spaces.
Paragraphs are separated by wider spaces than lines within a paragraph, or by indentation.
Illustrations are con ned to rectangular frames.

Suppose the interparagraph spacing is dp , and we supply the algorithm with a d value of
dp  p, where 0  p  dp. How likely are we to extract paragraphs in the scanned document

using the block segmenter? The answer to this question is determined entirely by the data and
not the algorithm. If d values in the interval [dp ? p ; dp + p ] are not associated with other
\natural" logical units of the document, our algorithm will correctly produce a partition of the
document at the paragraph level. The algorithm is robust in environments where signi cant
d values are spaced more than p apart. A more formal statement of this intuitive analysis of
robustness requires the formulation of layout models of scanned documents. A formal robustness
analysis is presented in the next subsection for a structure detector that operates on paragraphlevel regions in an ASCII document.
The algorithm, as presented in Figure 3, assumes that there is no noise in the data and
that we can reliably detect borders. In particular, on any sweep line, horizontal or vertical, we
assume that we can nd clean runs of white pixels of length larger than d. In reality, runs of
white pixels are polluted by black pixels that occur at random locations. For instance, letters
like f, g, j, p, q, and dots on i's protrude into the white space around a region. We associate a
tolerance parameter d , with every d value. d represents the number of black pixels that can be
ignored in the detection of a run of white pixels of length d. The tolerance d should be chosen
in direct proportional to the value of d. Metaphorically speaking, we treat each coin of size d
as a bulldozer that can push d or fewer black pixels out of the way.5 In our implementation
of the block segmenter, we experimentally determined these values for documents drawn from
the scanned technical report archive at Cornell.

2.2 Structure Detectors

Structure detectors are programs that can decide whether a block of data has a speci ed property P . An example is the property of being a table or a graph for a block of text.
5

We thank Jim Davis for this idea.
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De nition 2.5 A structure detector is a computable function s :  (W ) ! 2

de ned on a
topology  (W ) to a discrete subset t(W ) of that topology, such that t(W ) has the property P .
A structure detector s for a property P is correct if it nds all the subsets of  (W ) that satisfy
P . A structure detector s for property P is robust if whenever it recognizes t(W ), it recognizes
all its -perturbations.

2.2.1 An Example: Detecting Tables

 (W )

6

Webster's Seventh Dictionary de nes a table as a systematic arrangement of data usually in
rows and columns for ready reference. Implicit in this de nition is a layout component and
a lexical component: the data is organized in columns of similar information. Consider the
structure in Figure 4: the records are two lines long, the columns in the second line of a record
do not align with the columns in the rst, some columns extend into adjacent ones, and there
are lexical irregularities in its records. In spite of these imperfections, the layout and lexical
structures are clear, and we identify the structure as a table. Our goal is to create a structure
detector that checks for column and content structure while tolerating irregularities to within
speci ed error bounds.
The measure for the column layout of a block of text is given in terms of a data structure
called the white space density graph and denoted by wdg. Let B be a block of text of n rows and
m columns and w : fcjc is a character g ! f0; 1g with w(space) = 1 and 8c 6= space; w(c) = 0.
De nition 2.6 Vertical structure: The white space density
graph of B is the polygonal line
wdg : [0; m] ! [0; 1] de ned by the points wdg(i) = n1 Pnj=0 w(Bi;j ); 0  i  m
Figure 6 shows the wdg associated with the table in Figure 4.
De nition 2.7 Deviations in vertical structure: Given an error tolerance v , a block of text
has column structure if it occurs between two successive local maxima above 1 ? v ) in the wdg.
Each local maximum is a candidate column separator. A candidate column is a real table
column only when it has corresponding horizontal lexical structure. We are far from being able
to identify row structure based on semantic content, but semantic uniformity in rows is highly
correlated with lexical uniformity. We exploit this correlation in the design of a table detector
that is robust in the presence of layout imperfections.
The process of discerning lexical structure is facilitated by the presence of non-alphabetic
characters. For example, it is easy to recognize that the entries of the sixth column in Figure 4 represent similar information, since they have a very regular and distinct lexical pattern.
In distinguishing lexical structure, we identify the following equivalence classes of characters:
alphabetic, numeric, and special (each special character is in its own class). Let c0; c1; : : :cn
denote the columns of a table. We use regular expressions for generalizing the contents of a
column. In Table 4, all items in the sixth column (the meeting times) can be described by the
following conjunctive regular expression NN : NN , where N is a symbol denoting a number
and : is special character. The lexical description of a column ci is a non-trivial regular expression ri that describes the smallest possible language that includes all elements of ci . The
regular expression r1 + : : : + rn is a trivial generalization of a given set of the elements r1; : : :; rn;
otherwise it is non-trivial.
6

This section is based on [LR].
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De nition 2.8 Horizontal structure: Consider the columns c1 : : :cn of a block of text satisfying
De nition 2.7, and consider the lexical descriptions r1 : : :rn of these columns. This text also
has row structure if and only if the language described by r1r2 : : :rn is non-empty.
100a Introduction to Computer Programming
Wagner
100b Introduction to Computer Programming
Van Loan
101 The Computer Age
Segre
102 Intro Microcomputer Applications
Hillman (Ag. Engr.)
108 A Taste of UNIX and C
Glade

4
4
3

Lec1
Lec2
Lec1
Lec2

TR
TR
TR
TR
TR

3

Lec1 TR
Lec2 TR
1(4wk)
MWF
su

9:05
11:15
9:05
11:15
1:25

Ives 120
Ives 120
Olin 255
Ives 110
Upson B17

10:10 RR 105
12:20 RR 105
3:35 Olin 255

Figure 4: A Schedule of the Introductory Computer Science Courses
Now consider Figure 4, which has small irregularities in the lexical structure of the columns.
To express this more rigorously, let M be a metric for string comparison (we use the Levenshtein
metric [SK].) Given  > 0, two strings a and b are -similar if M (a; b)  h . We use h -typings,
de ned below, of the regular expressions that correspond to the entries of a column in order to
control the imperfections we allow in horizontal structure.

De nition 2.9 Deviations in horizontal structure: Given  > 0 and a set of strings, an  h

h

typing is a division of the set into disjoint subsets such that any two strings in the same subset
are h -similar.

Lexical typing for a table is done in two parts. Each candidate column is analyzed to
determine a regular expression for its type. The alphabet of types is generated by h -typing the
column elements. The lexical type of the table is obtained by computing the minimum regular
expression over the column types. The data in the list associated with each column is typed
by grouping all the elements of the column, that are at least h -similar (for a given h ), into an
equivalence class. This step in the algorithm allows for the occurrence of multi-line records in
a table and for h tolerance in the record units. A minimal h -typing partitions the elements of
the column in the coarsest possible way.
Figure 5 describes the table detection algorithm. An example application of this algorithm
to the table in Figure 4 follows. The rst step in the algorithm is to create the wdg associated
with the table, by calculating the percentage of blank spaces in each column of the block.
Figure 6 shows the wdg associated with the text in Figure 4. The second step is to look for
column separators, i.e., peaks in the graph of height at least 1 ? v . This graph has six high
peaks that are associated with the rivers of white space owing between the seven columns in
Figure 4. In the third step, each candidate column is analyzed for lexical structure. If the
column description patterns can be combined into a regular expression across the entire table,
the block of text is a table; otherwise it is not.
We now analyze the robustness of the algorithm. Computing peaks in the wdg is quite
easy. What is not obvious is how to determine a reasonable threshold value h that robustly
and eciently lters tables from basic text. We measure eciency as the cost of the actual
13

Input: A text block B, vertical tolerance  , horizontal tolerance 
Output: true if B is a table and false otherwise.
1. Form the wdg of the text block.
2. Find column separators of height 1 ?  in the wdg. If none exist, the text is not a table,
v

h

v

so quit; otherwise continue.
3. Perform an h -typing on the regular expression representations of the entries of each
column.
4. Find the lexical structure these typings imply, if any. If such a structure is found, the
text is a table; otherwise, it is not a table.
Figure 5: The Table Detection Algorithm

computation, and the probability that base text is passed through unnecessary lexical analysis.
One approach is to require the user to specify the value of h using his knowledge about the
data environment. Another approach is to have the algorithm statistically learn the value of h
by analyzing the wdg of tables identi ed by the user. A third solution does not rely on user
assistance, but rather makes use of a probabilistic analysis of wdgs of basic text. The question
we ask is: for a high peak value in the wdg, what is the probability that it corresponds to a true
table column rather than a random distribution of spaces in basic-text? From this analysis, we
extract a tolerance parameter that can be used as an absolute lower bound on h for detecting
tables with irregularities in layout.
The analysis makes the following assumptions:
 The average word length that occurs in text is known. For English, [KF] have determined
that the average word length of distinct words is 8.1 characters, but of word occurrences
in written text, it is 4.7 characters. For simplicity, we assume that in basic text, the
average word length is 4 characters.
 The blank spaces in base text are distributed independently. This is due to the fact that
the lengths of words and of the spacing between them are variable, and their occurrences
in a line of text are random. We have tested the independence of the distribution of
whitespace by extensive experiments with Splus [Splus]. This implies that the blank
spaces of a line have a binomial distribution.7
Let B be a block of text of n rows and m columns. Let p be the probability that a character
c in a row is blank, and let q = 1 ? p be the probability that the character is non-blank.8 Let
wdg be the white space density graph for B. Denote by wdg(k) the value for the kth column
of B . Application of Chebyshev's theorem9 yields
An interesting problem is to determine when the binomial distribution approaches a normal distribution; at
present, we have no solution to this problem.
8
An average word length of 4 characters yields p = 0:2 and q = 0:8.
9 For any distribution with standard deviation  , at least a fraction 1 ? 1
h2 of the measurements di er from
the mean by amounts at most h.
7
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Figure 6: A White Space Density Graph for Table 2

Corollary 2.2 If the absolute value of a peak in the wdg is greater than np + hpnpq, the

probability that the peak is an occurrence of basic text is

1
h2

.

In other words, by setting the peak threshold to np + hpnpq , we ensure that with probability
1
the presence of any value above the threshold is a candidate column separator in a table.
h2
The user can specify required con dence in identifying columns ( h12 ), and we can calculate the
peak threshold, since n, p, q and h are all known.
A block of text is a table if it has both vertical and horizontal structure. We now consider
the complexity of lexical component analysis.
Proposition 2.3 Finding the minimum h -typing is NP-complete.
Proof: Reduction to partitions into cliques. 2
Even though nding the minimum typing is a hard problem, a useful h -typing can be found
eciently. An element is placed in a partition only if it is 2h -similar to the original element of
that partition; when an element is encountered for which no such partition exists, it becomes
the original element of a new partition.
The types of the entries of each column are assembled into the type matrix. A m  n type
matrix is constructed for a block of text of m lines and n columns. If tij = ti0 j 0 the data in
row i and column j and the data in row i0 and column j 0 are -similar. The type matrix for
the table in Figure 4 is given in Figure 7. A GCD algorithm [BK] can be used to determine
the type, if any, of the overall matrix and thus to decide whether the matrix represents a table.
We provide for error tolerance in the typing of each column by supplying an error parameter
r . This parameter speci es the amount of \noise" in the pattern that de nes the type of a
column. For example, if r = 0:2, the type of the fth column in Figure 7 is taken to be t8 ; the
two entries that are labeled as t0 are treated as noise.
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Figure 7: Type Matrix For the Course Table
We have implemented this table detector that is robust with respect to layout imperfections
and used it to build search engines for retrieval tasks whose answers are found in tabular
form[LR].

2.2.2 Experiments with the table detector
We have tested the performance of the table detector on several thousand articles culled from
a number of Usenet news groups10 over a period of a few weeks. Each article was partitioned
into paragraphs and then ltered through the table detector. The results were compared with
human labeling (as tables and non-tables) of the same data. From a subset of the data consisting
of messages in comp.biz.hardware, 711 segments were analyzed. The table detector correctly
identi ed 147 out of the 151 tables labeled by a human. The parameter setting was v = 10%,
h = 30%, and r = 50%. The results of our experiments yielded 2.65% false negatives. and
2.95% false positives. For perfect tables (i.e., tables with perfect vertical alignment and with
uniform lexical structure) the recognition accuracy is 100%.
False negatives occur for imperfect tables when there is noise in the vertical alignment
greater than the speci ed error limit, or when records (rows) are non-uniform. Also, false
negatives occur when tables are embedded so that the text around them bias the vertical
and/or the horizontal structure of the block. Tables with multi-line headers where the ratio
of the size of the header to that of the table exceeds the horizontal error tolerance are also
misidenti ed. False positives occur when there is accidental alignment of blanks in a paragraph
of text. This happens more frequently for short paragraphs (less than 5 lines).
We studied the sensitivity of the table detector on a data set consisting of 74 tables of very
di erent formats. We counted the number of tables detected by varying the vertical noise v
from 5% to 25% in increments of 5% and by varying the horizontal noise h from 20% to 40%
in increments of 5%. The results are plotted in Figure 8. The algorithm is much more sensitive
to values of v than of h . The worst performance over the parameter range we studied was
for v = 5% and h = 20%: 53 out of 74 tables were recognized. The best performance was for
v  15%: 73 out of 74 tables were recognized. The one table that was not detected had very
These groups include clari.tw.stocks, biz.comp.hardware, biz.jobs.o ers,comp.benchmarks,alt.internet.news,
and bionet.journals.contents.
10

16

Figure 8: The dependency of the performance of the table detector on v and h . The performance numbers are doubly encoded color and height: bright colors and high values along the
x axis denote good performance.
irregular lexical content. Figure 9 shows the table that was not recognized and Figure 10 shows
a complicated table that was recognized.

2.3 Assembly of information agents

Users assemble search engines from task speci cations. In this section, we discuss how simple
agents are constructed from available detectors and segmenters, and how complex agents can
be built from simple ones. To synthesize an information agent for a given task, the user
1. identi es a set of structures at di erent levels of detail that are relevant to the task, and
chooses (or creates) detectors that can recognize these structures,
2. chooses segmenters that partition data at the right granularity for each detector,
3. composes the agent from these segmenter/detector pairs, and
4. interprets the computed data.
For example, to nd precision-recall measures for the CACM collection from a given article,
the designer uses knowledge that the answer to the query is found in tabular form. Since tables
need to be identi ed, the relevant structure detector is the one introduced in Section 2.2.1. The
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Tape Backups:
Conner/Maynard Int. 250Mb, QIC-80,1 FREE DC2120 tape
Colorado Internal 250Mb, QIC-80
DC-2120 120/250Mb Tapes

-> $170
-> $180
-> $22

Figure 9: An example of a gure with irregular lexical content that is not recognized by the
table detector within the parameter range we studied. The rst column consists of the entire
text to the left of the \->". The lexical analysis failed on the rst column due to the presence
of many mixed special characters. If the text consisting of \250Mb, QIC-80" had lined up, the
table would have been recognized. This mismatch problem is exacerbated by the fact that the
table is short.
256k cache for all 486 boards
Add $25
486DX2-66, 64k cache,
""
"" (Clock Doubler) (Intel CPU) -> $580
Local Bus Upgrades:
VESA local bus ISA boards (2 VESA/ISA slots, 6 ISA slots)
Add $10
486 Motherboard w/ NO CPU, 256k Cache
-> $105
486 VESA Local Bus Motherboard w/ NO CPU, 2 VLB, 256k Cache
-> $120
486 VLB w/NO CPU, 256k Cache, 2 VLB, ZIF, Pentium upgrdbl
-> $150
486 VLB w/NO CPU, 256k Cache, 2 VLB, ZIF,US dsgnd,Pntm upgrdbl-> $160
Misc:
486 CPU Heat Sink Fan (Clips on to any 486 CPU)
-> $15

Figure 10: An example of a table with irregular lexical content and misalignment that was
recognized by the table detector. This table has 20% non-whitespace in the rst and last
column separators and so a parameter setting with v  20% is successful.
segmenter that partitions the environment for processing by the table recognizer is the block
segmenter in Section 2.1.1 with a border width parameter that lters paragraphs in the environment. Once tables are identi ed, they need to be further re ned into rows by the block segmenter with the appropriate border width parameter. We compose the two segmenter/detector
pairs (table level and row level) in series to extract rows of identi ed tables in the environment.
Finally, the contents of each row have to be interpreted to obtain the precision recall measures.
This last step requires knowledge about the form of precision-recall measures.

2.3.1 Formalizing agents
We represent an agent in the language of circuits [BDG]. Asynchronous circuits are a useful
engineering metaphor for assembling agents from detectors and segmenters. We draw upon the
rich formal history of circuit theory to provide principled speci cations of the computations
that agents perform.
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De nition 2.10 An asynchronous agent circuit A = (V; E ) is a directed acyclic graph representation of a computation. The elements of V denote structure detecting or segmenting
operations, and the edges in E denote data paths between the nodes. Each path in the graph is
an alternating sequence of segmenters and structure detectors.
We provide circuit descriptions for the modules introduced in the previous section. A
structure detector is both a lter over data (e.g., a table detector picks out blocks that are
tables) and a boolean function (e.g., a table detector checks whether a block is a table). The
de nition of a structure detector (De nition 2.5) speci es it as a predicate which can be viewed
extensionally as the subset of a set or intensionally as a boolean function over a set. We rely
upon the correspondence between these two representations of a predicate to de ne structure
detectors as circuits.
Each structure detector (see Figure 11(a)) is composed of a combinational circuit that
computes the predicate (denoted by the circle) and a latch (denoted by the square) that lters
the data. The input to the structure detector is a stream of data. Both the latch and the
combinational circuit receive the data at the same time. The combinational circuit checks
whether the block of data has some property and uses this value as a toggle to release the data
as output.
Complex detectors can be built from simple ones by using boolean operations of ^; _, and
: on the predicate components of the individual modules. Figures 11(b) and (c) show the
composition operations.
P
P1

P2

P1

P2

F

(a)
F

F

P
(b)
S

F

(c)

P denotes a predicate
F denotes a filter or a latch
S denotes a data shredder

(d)

Figure 11: Circuits for structure detectors and segmenters.
A segmenter can also be described as a data-driven, asynchronous circuit (see Figure 11(d)).
A segmenter is composed of a combinational circuit that computes a predicate, a data shredder,
and a latch. The computed predicate determines where to place the \hyperplanes" for shredding
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data. The shredder physically partitions the data into units; this partition is converted into a
data stream by the latch. Unlike structure detectors, we do not consider direct compositions
of segmenters. This is because we view segmenters as pre-processors of data for detectors and
we prefer to compose segmenter-detector pairs instead of composing segmenters. Thus, for
example, if we wanted to segment a le into individual lines with two segmenter modules S1
and S2 where S1 segments a le into paragraphs, and S2 segments paragraphs into lines, we
construct the path S1-id-S2 in the agent graph, where id is the identity structure detector.
Structure detecting and segmenting circuits are assembled into agent circuits by synthesizing
a data ow graph. A detector and a segmenter can be connected in series in any order to form a
simple agent. For this composition to make sense, we need the output topology of the rst circuit
in the series to match the input topology of the second circuit. For example, a table detector
should be connected to a segmenter that partitions a document into blocks at the paragraph
level. The constraints on matching topologies are type-theoretic and de ne minimal conditions
for correct composition. We call the topology matching constraints calibration constraints.
Calibration constraints ensure that data at the right granularity passes between the components.
De nition 2.11 Simple agent: A simple agent is constructed from a segmenter S : 1(W ) !
tau2 (W ) or a detector D :  (W ) ! 2 (W ) connected in series, denoted S  D, such that the
calibration constraint S (1(W )) =  (W ) holds. The series composition D  S can be constructed
provided 1 (W ) = D( (W )).
This simple agent takes a partition 1(W ) of the data and generates a subset of a re nement of
1 (W ) that satis es s. We de ne two composition schemes for agents and identify calibration
constraints on each scheme.

De nition 2.12 Serial composition: An agent a :  (W ) !  (W ) can be serially composed with an agent a :  (W ) !  (W ) in that order yielding a new agent a :  (W ) !
1

2

in2

in1

out1

out2

in1

out2 (W ) constructed from the functional composition of a1 and a2 , provided the calibration constraint out1 (W ) = in2 (W ) holds. We also require that the composition respect the alternation
constraint between segmenters and detectors. We denote the composition a1  a2 .

De nition 2.13 Parallel composition: An agent a :  (W ) !  (W ) can be composed in parallel with an agent a :  (W ) !  (W ), yielding an agent a :  (W ) !
 (W )   (W ), provided the calibration constraint  (W ) =  (W ) holds. We denote
the composition a k a .
1

2

out1

in2

in1

out2

in1

in1

1

out1

out2

in2

2

If a1 and a2 are simple agents, then the above operation constitutes sharing of a segmenter.
Parallel composition of two simple agents allows for di erent recognizers to operate on the same
data partition. For instance, a table detector and a detector for recognizing graphs in text both
employ paragraph level partitions.

2.3.2 Relating task and environment structure
The design of appropriate structure detectors and segmenters for a task relies on underlying
assumptions about conventions for representing information in the data environment. Consider
the task of designing an agent to help protein crystal growers access the latest information
about the primary amino-acid sequence, solubility, and molecular weight of the protein they
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wish to crystallize. Such knowledge is available in databases (their number is growing rapidly)
accessible by tools like Gopher and Mosaic. There are a number of programs available at
various Internet sites to compute properties of the protein, e.g. the isoelectric point from
knowledge of the primary amino-acid sequence. At this time, human crystal growers manually
compile information available from these databases, and perform conversions to get the data in
a uniform framework to run protein simulation programs to get all the computed properties.
This is a tedious task that can be automated with the construction of a search engine with
knowledge about the forms in which this information occurs and with methods for recognizing
and extracting it.
What structure detectors and segmenters are needed for this task? How do we systematically relate the computations they perform to the speci c information that needs to be
extracted? The designer uses knowledge that some biology databases store information in a
relational format and others store them as an association list of property-value pairs. The
segmenters for this engine partition the data environment into the known databases and within
each database recognize and partition the data into a relational table or an association list (alist). The parametric alist segmenter has knowledge about association lists and how to recognize
-perturbations of alists. So rigid formatting constraints on data are not needed for the proper
recognition. By layering the segmenter detector pairs appropriately, the designer ensures that
the right task-speci c components are extracted.

2.3.3 Data interpretation
By data interpretation, we mean attaching meaning in task-speci c terms to the computations
being performed by each component. Interpretation need not, and in fact generally is not, done
by the search engine. The designer ensures that the search engine maintains an invariant { the
mapping between the results of computations (recall these are topologies) and the \meaning" of
the extracted data. In the Stock Filter, discussed in the next section, the designer establishes
a mapping between the structure extracted by the table detector and a \stock table" { the
latter is a task-speci c category, the former a geometric object. The mapping constitutes the
interpretation of items in the rows as companies and stock prices, and items in the columns
as high, low and closing values. The designer incorporates checks in each agent to ensure the
integrity of this mapping between results of computations performed by the agent, and their
task-speci c interpretations. There are two implementation choices for data interpretation. It
can be procedurally encoded by the designer in structure detectors. Alternatively, interpretation constraints can be declaratively encoded and interpreted at run-time for the \parsing"
or \ ltering" of data. The tradeo s between these two extremes in implementation choices
can be made using established methods for analyzing interpreted versus compiled code. While
declarative encodings usually permit more exible interpretation of data, compiled schemes are
generally more ecient. Further examples of data interpretation are discussed in the context
of the Stock Filter and the Bib Filter described in the following sections.

3 Example 1: Compiling Reports from Tabular Data
Consider the task of compiling a stock report for AT & T for a given period of time using
an electronically archived collection of the New York Times. For each day in the given time
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Figure 12: The circuit representation of a lter for compiling stock reports.
interval, we can structure the task as follows:
1. We partition the paper into sections using the segmenter in Section 2.1 with the border
parameter that characterizes sections in The New York Times.
2. We lter the business section from the paper (this is where the stock data is most likely
to occur) by using a structure detector for section titles.
3. We partition the business section into blocks at the paragraph level, using the segmenter
in Section 2.1 with the border parameter that characterizes paragraphs.
4. Since stock data in The New York Times is represented in tabular form, or in graphical
form, we select the tables and graphs using the table detector and the graph detector.
5. We zoom into each table and graph to extract the speci c information on AT&T.
We have implemented a smart lter that performs this operation on data coming through
newsgroups (see Figure 12.) The rst level segmenter is a block segmenter that takes postings,
one at a time, and produces its paragraph level partition. Two structure detectors follow it.
One lters out the tables and the other lter out the graphs. The subset of paragraph blocks
that are recognized as tables are provided to a row segmenter, in order to separate the records.
The rows are individually passed to a string lter to identify the AT & T records.
The data interpretation phase is complex. The lter makes no assumptions about the format
of the stock data other than that it is a table. The elds for the high, low, and closing value
have to be identi ed and extracted from the record retrieved by the string comparator. If there
is a header, the interpreter scans it looking for the keyword \close", and determines the location
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of the closing value in the record. If there is no header, the interpreter uses other information
about the format of the table. It uses the fact that stock market tables usually contain three
columns corresponding to high, low, and closing values, and that the closing value is between
high and low. This information, which can be encoded as rules, can be used to identify the
location of the closing column.
Issue
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-0.13
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Age

Figure 13: A data segment of stock quotations extracted by the table detector from the newsgroup clari.tw.stocks (18 March 1993)

Figure 14: The user interface of the stock lter
We have implemented the Stock Filter for the data domain of Internet newsgroups. Typical
messages consist of a combination of prose and tables that vary in format. This search engine
extracts tables from a given list of business newsgroups (an example of an extracted table is
shown in Figure 13) which are then searched for records labeled \ATT". An extracted record
is interpreted by a procedure attached to the table detector. The procedure contains rules
that de ne the High, Low, and Closing columns on a table of stock data. Figure 14 shows the
X-Window user interface for this lter, and sample results for running this lter are given in
Figure 15.
We note that the Stock Filter can be used to retrieve any other type of information that
is present in tabular form. In particular, we have instantiated the design in Figure 12 for the
task of retrieving precision-recall measures for speci c collections from our database of scanned
technical reports on information retrieval. For the paper shown in Figure 1, a block segmenter
detects paragraph blocks, and the table detector extracts the table in Figure 16. The three-line
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Figure 15: Compilation of a stock report for AT&T over time, using the stock lter in the
environment of newsgroups
record of the table is further processed by string comparators to extract the actual measures.
The same search engine can be used for any other retrieval task whose answer exists in tabular
form, using appropriate data interpretation procedures.

4 Example 2: Automatic Information Gathering with Customized Indexes
With increasing amounts of heterogeneous distributed data, there is a need for tools that can
autonomously obtain information with minimal human intervention. The complexity of the
problem is in nding the location of a document in a huge and unorganized world. It is
impractical to look at every server in the world for every single query. Our idea is that once
we have invested the e ort to collect information relevant to a speci c query, we remember the
list of sites found, and use it to perform a selective search when asked another query from the
same class.
For example, suppose you are interested in books in French; you would need to know the list
of bookstores (physical and electronic) that carry French books. A roll call of bookstores would
cluster the relevant sources. When you need a book in French, you would begin by checking
with the stores in the computed cluster. Subsequently, when bookstores carrying French books
open or close, you would want a way of adding or deleting them from the cluster. Our goal is
to provide a facility for creating and maintaining clusters of information sources customized for
speci c query classes.
We have designed and implemented a search engine that actively nds and orders informa24

----------------------------------------------------------------------------3.Restricted
4.Output
5.Full Text
Evaluation Parameters
Sentence
With Text
Section or
Match
Sections
Paragraphs
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Retrieved Documents
all queries
1106
1204
1345
.............................................................................
Recall after 5 docs
0.4583
0.4834
0.5043
Recall after 15 docs
0.6667
0.7141
0.7631
.............................................................................
Precision after 5 docs
0.7689
0.7867
0.8067
Precision after 15 docs
0.5022
0.5274
0.5519
.............................................................................
11-point Average
0.6920
0.7520
0.8198
Precision
+9.7%
+18.5%
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 16: An extracted table from an information retrieval article
tion sources containing technical reports about a given topic.11 The engine is customizable by
each user. For each topic of interest, a user invokes the engine to compute a cluster of relevant
sites. Each node in the cluster consists of a location and a tree of paths to directories within
that site. The rst time around, the every site is examined to construct the initial list. In
our previous example, every bookstore has to be polled to nd out if it carries French books.
Once constructed, the cluster is used to eciently compute speci c queries about the given
topic. For example, given a cluster with sites that contain papers on the query class robotics,
a speci c query like the most recent version of the paper by Rodney Brooks on Cog can be
answered by restricting the search to the given sites. Since the information landscape changes,
the cluster is not a static entity. Updates to the cluster involve sites as well as paths within a
site. We consider two methods for keeping the cluster current. The lazy method updates the
cluster only when the answer to the speci c query is not found in the current list. The eager
method automatically adds new relevant servers as they become available. Both methods work
incrementally.
We call the cluster of sites and paths at sites a customized index for a given query class.
The customized index comprises part of the internal state of such an agent. It drives the
physical navigation of the agent through the Internet. The index prunes away a large fraction
of irrelevant sites. The cost for the pruning is paid by the rst query in that class, and amortized
over all subsequent queries. Of course, this amortization is not valid if data changes so frequently
as to make the index out of date as soon as it is created.
Bib Agent is built on top of the Alex [Cate] lesystem which provides users transparent
access to les located in all the ftp-sites over the world. Bib Agent can thus use Unix commands
like cd and ls to navigate to the directories and subdirectories accessible by anonymous ftp.
A structure detector collects the contents of each directory (using the ls Unix utility and a
lter) and selects a subset of directories for the next set of navigators. These directories are
11 In the current implementation, queries are speci ed by listing keywords. Our selective search approach can
be coupled with more sophisticated methods for query speci cations. For instance, we can use the table detector
for speci cations involving tables.
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processed in parallel. The Bib Agent has knowledge about the structure of anonymous ftp
directories|for instance, it consults directories named pub, papers, or users but not bin.
This task-speci c knowledge is used to navigate autonomously as far as possible. At each
node, the Bib Agent estimates the cost of its exploration by examining the number and size
of its les and subdirectories. If the cost is above a threshold, the agent provides the user
with the opportunity to help prune and prioritize its options.12 If the user responds, the agent
remembers the user preferences and uses them in the future.

Figure 17: The query window that serves as interface for our agents.
The directory tree at each site is traversed in a breadth- rst manner. For each encountered
le, Bib Agent establishes a type by examining the name and selects appropriate searching and
displaying routines for that type (e.g. ghostview for .ps les and mpeg for .au les, etc). A
sample output from our implementation is shown in Figure 18.
Bib Agent is learning agent that is transportable (through ftp). It incrementally constructs
a road map of the Internet indexed by query classes. The road map consists of cached paths to
information. These cached paths allow it to get to these locations more easily in the future. Bib
Agent also customizes the cached paths from user input as it searches. Unsuccessful paths are
pruned quickly by this approach, and a user can customize Bib Agent with his own preferences
by showing it some examples.
The complexity of this agent arises from the considerable knowledge about the Unix le
organization embedded in each structure detector in the tree. We illustrate this using an
example from our existing implementation. When the agent for this task reaches the directory
/vol/alex/edu/mit/ai it has a choice of seven large subdirectories to search. Our detector uses
the README le to aid in the selection of a subset of subdirectories for further investigation.
Bib Agent knows all the error messages of the Alex system and provides customized routines
to handle them. In some cases, Bib Agent asks the user to help resolve an error message from
Alex. For instance, Bib Agent knows about connection time-outs and will delay reconnecting
to the site by a certain amount. If repeated timeouts occur, Bib Agent informs the user and
asks for the next course of action.
12

In our present implementation, a query window (see Figure 17) is displayed.
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Figure 18: The user interface of Bib Agent. The left image shows a query window that was
displayed in response to a query for ai papers on biological models and systems. The agent
automatically navigates to the mit/ai/ftp/ai-pubs/publications directory but does not know
how to select between the 1991, 1992, and 1993 subdirectories. The user selects 1991, and the
agent returns the only paper that mentions biological models in the abstract. The rst page of
this document is shown on the right.

4.1 Experimental data

We have tested the performance of our Bib Agent by simulating a distributed collection. The
test data consists of the Cornell computer science technical report library for the years 1968
through 1994. The technical reports are stored in various formats: text (abstract only),
postscript, dvi, and html. We treat the reports from each year as belonging to a separate
site. Within each site reports are stored in a complex directory-subdirectory structure. Our
agent automatically navigates through this world.
For each site, the Bib agent performs a breadth- rst search of the directory-subdirectory
structure, examining all les that it encounters along the way using the search lter (e.g.,
keywords) provided by the user. The path list computed for each site consists of all the paths
to directories that contain les on the given topic.
Data from executing the Bib Agent is shown in Figures 19 and 20. In Figure 19 we show the
cluster of papers that talk about theories (the lled bullets), experiments (the bold bullets), and
both theories and experiments (the shaded bullets.) These clusters contain a small fraction of
all the existing technical reports. Thus, a speci c query, for example \theory and experiments in
robotics at Cornell" quickly retrieves the paper that corresponds to one of the magenta bullets.
Similarly, the ISIS cluster can be used for ecient retrieval as well as compiling statistics on
the history of the ISIS group.
The present implementation of Bib Agent uses keyword query speci cations. We can re27
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Figure 19: The results from running the Bib Agent to cluster the Cornell technical reports on
the query classes Theory and Experiments. The world consists of three distributed nodes, each
containing technical reports from a di erent year.
con gure the Bib Agent into one that processes speci cations involving tables by replacing the
text (keyword) lters in our implementation by table lters. The ease of construction of new
variants of the Bib Agent is made possible by our modular construction kit of detectors and
segmenters. We are currently working on an implementation of Bib Agent in Agent-Tcl with a
World Wide Web interface. This will be provided to external users as a service of the Dienst
Technical Report server [DL].

5 Discussion
Number

Our goal is to develop and prototype a methodology for customizable information and access
tools for large, distributed, heterogeneous information domains. This is challenging for many
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Figure 20: The results of running the Bib Agent to collect papers on the ISIS project. The
world consists of 12 distributed nodes, each containing technical reports from a di erent year.
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reasons: (a) there is a mismatch between the granularity of data representation and the task
speci cation; (b) there is little agreement about how to specify general retrieval tasks; (c) the
amount of data is too large for exhaustively searching it. Our hypothesis is that the structure
that exists in electronic data at various levels of detail embodies implicit representational conventions, and that smart lters composed of structure detectors and segmenters that use this
structure are a suitable computational paradigm for organizing the search for information.
The key technical challenge is association of content with information. By this we mean,
nding structural cues or substitutes for semantic information at di erent levels of detail. To
do this, we need a formal framework for analyzing what information is necessary for performing
a task. Such a framework, based on the notion of information invariants, has been discussed
in the robotics context by [Don, DJR] and in the theoretical literature by [BK].
Our long-term goal is to computationally characterize methods such as statistics over character sequences [SM, PN], statistics over word occurrence, layout and geometry, and other
notions of structure with respect to information content. There are many important questions
that arise in the context of structure-based information retrieval.

 For a given class of ICA tasks and data repositories, what are the appropriate structural





cues?
What information is encoded by a given structure?
What class of partial models can be constructed with a given segmenter?
Given an agent what class of ICA tasks is it good for?
Can we de ne a computational hierarchy of ICA tasks? That is, is there an order relation
on the information necessary to solve various classes of tasks?

We advocate modular construction of smart lters from libraries of structure detectors and
segmenters. These detectors and segmenters come with performance guarantees. For instance,
the table detector can detect tabular information to within user-speci ed tolerance in row and
column misalignments. Our scheme is suited for fast prototyping of customized information
agents.
Our design philosophy is orthogonal to the philosophy behind large, general-purpose systems like Wais, Archie, and Gopher. When is this design methodology more appropriate than
others? To answer this question, we need a theoretical basis for characterizing ICA tasks and
for measuring the e ectiveness of alternate architectures on task classes. The notion of structure introduced in this paper is a rst step toward characterizing tasks in an implementationindependent manner. We constructed a smart lter for the class of retrieval tasks whose answers
can be found in tabular form. We used this lter to build a search engine for compiling stock
reports and for nding precision-recall measures. Our current implementations of this engine
have been tested on Internet newsgroups, Internet ftp sites, and on the CS-TR project.13 We
would like to provide our tools for smart lter construction to a much larger body of users and
gather feedback.
Several criticisms can be levied against this task-directed information agent approach to
ICA tasks.
13

The CS-TR project, a nation-wide e ort to create an electronic library of computer science reports.
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1. Task speci cation: at what level of detail do we need to specify tasks? To specify a
task we need to describe the desired information at at a detailed enough level that an
agent can locate and retrieve it from the environment. An analogy helps in clarifying
issues in task speci cation. Suppose you want your maid to match all the socks in your
laundry. You will probably tell her to \match the socks and put them away in my sock
drawer". Now what does she have to know to do this? First, she needs to know that
socks come in pairs and matching them means nding all pairs. Next, she needs to know
where the laundry is in your apartment, and where socks are likely to be found (in the
dryer, washer, under the bed, under the sofa cushions, in the sh tank, etc.). These
constitute task-speci c knowledge that the maid needs to accomplish the task. Some
of the knowledge is essential to perform the task correctly and others aid in ecient
accomplishment of the task. If your maid doesn't know what matching socks means, she
will be unable to perform the task at all. If she doesn't know preferred locations of socks
in your apartment, it will probably take her longer to do the task. It is useful to think of
information agents as electronic maids; these agents give us sanitized views of information
worlds. They accomplish important, routine tasks that we need done, but don't have the
patience to do.
2. Matching structures to tasks: how can we identify structures relevant to a task? To design
information agents we need to identify structures in the environment that can lead us to
the required information for solving the task. These structures exist because humans
use and design conventions for representing information. For instance, type setting rules
embodied in TeX have standardized the visual appearance of technical papers. Structure
can thus be used as a cue for task-level (semantic) content. Can one match structures to
tasks in a general way, or is it going to reduce to 1001 special cases? Since this matching
relies fundamentally on conventions for representing information { this question translates
to one of characterizing these conventions. Such a characterization is outside the scope
of this paper. Our hope is that as we construct more agents in our testbed environment
of scanned technical reports, we will identify patterns in matching structures to tasks.
3. Scale up: This approach may be good for simple ICA tasks, but does it work for more
complex tasks? In our framework, task complexity is characterized by how well understood the mapping between task and environmental structures is. We can view structure
detectors as bandpass lters which extract information within speci c frequency ranges.
A library of structure detectors pulls out di erent bands of interest. Our library contains
parametric structure detectors and corresponding segmenters for commonly occurring
patterns in the data environment. We have demonstrated their use in the construction
of agents for two useful task classes. Problems caused by heterogeneity and noise in data
are solved by our approach. However ill-speci ed tasks still present a challenge.14 Our
focus in this paper has been to expand the class of tasks that can be solved to beyond
those speci ed by keywords. Our approach supports the scaling of task classes to those
14 Consider, for instance, John Hopcroft's test for a conceptual retrieval system \how does the Brown Computer
Science Department's research budget compare with that of Cornell's"? Where is this information to be found?
What are suitable indicators for this metric (other than the research budget itself)? This query highlights the
fact that there is a tremendous amount of information about the environment that the designer needs to know
upfront in order to solve information retrieval tasks.
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speci able and solvable by geometric or visual cues.
4. Solution Complexity: When word-based indices work impressively well, why do we need
high-level structures to extract information? vWe do not suggest the supplanting of
existing word-based methods by our structure based techniques; rather, we envision their
synergistic combination to provide rapid ltering in large text environments. For example,
the ability to recognize the logical and layout structure of documents provides automatic
support for the SGML-like markup of documents that text retrievers like SMART require.
For non-text environments, structures based on geometry and other domains are necessary
for content-directed retrieval of information.
We recognize that issues relating to how users specify structures associated with tasks, and
the development of a broad query language, are important to make the agent approach
user friendly, and its use wide spread. We hope that this paper will provide inspiration
for such investigations.
In the end, how well our approach performs is an empirical question. Whether users of
the information super highway prefer to build their own hot rods with a structure detector
and segmenter kit, or take public transportation that serves all uniformly15 , will ultimately be
judged by history.
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